
ARCHEOLOGY IN THE MERSEY DISTRICT,
18G7.

By Henry Ecroyd Smith. 

APBIL 10TH, 1808.)

THE chief antiquarian occurrence of the past year in our 
district is undoubtedly the discovery at Wavertree of the 
burial place of some British tribe in primeval times. The 
utter destruction by the workmen of most of the cinerary 
urns there deposited, and the complete failure after a long, 
laborious and careful search, to discover additional examples 
of these interesting mementoes of a race of our predecessors 
whose history is unknown, and whose remains are particularly 
scarce in this locality, are facts of the most mortifying 
character. Nevertheless, all those who have been engaged 
in the examination of similar interments, have likewise 
experienced more or less of such disappointment, and an 
impression prevails among antiquaries that we may be thank 
ful for what little remains to us of the eight urns, mostly 
very fine ones, all met with during necessary excavations for 
walls, cellaring and sewerage of the double house in Victoria 
Park, now appropriately named by its owner Urn Mount. 
As this valuable addition to the earliest history of the human 
occupation of our neighbourhood forms the subject of a 
separate paper, it may suffice to add here that the remains 
unquestionably date from as early a period as any ever dis- 
clpsed in this part of the country, not excepting the ancient 
and mysteriously inscribed Calder Stones, from which they 
are but one mile and a half distant, and to which they may 
yet prove to be closely related.
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Condate (Wilderspool), the only verified Eoman station 
in the Mersey district has not produced any noticeable 
remains of late, but the site, fortunately under vigilant guar 
dianship, is yet confidently expected to disclose interesting 
traces of the conquerors' residence. As a set-off to this hope 
deferred, the occurrence of coins of this period found north 
ward of Liverpool, and beyond the most westward of the 
known Eoman roads traversing South Lancashire, is now 
for the first time recorded, and will no doubt prove an 
incitement to further research in this somewhat isolated 
tract.

Among the miscellaneous objects which have come under 
the writer's notice (mostly introduced into the neighbourhood 
with ballast), an elegant mediaeval Signet Ring, made for one 
of the Cheshire squires of the fifteenth century, and an 
example of a class of ornaments but rarely met with, will be 
remarked with interest.

The relics of various periods found during the year upon 
the sea-beach of Cheshire are unusually numerous, inclusive 
of several which, being unique, deserve to be carefully en 
graved. The great mass are in the hands of new collectors, 
chiefly in those of Messrs. Charles Potter and J. E. Alien, 
who have kindly placed their acquisitions at the writer's 
disposal for description, but the labour of concocting the 
annual report is necessarily greatly increased, and as there is 
reason to fear that some articles of interest are now sold out 
of the neighbourhood, the present is probably the last com 
plete account which the writer will attempt to furnish of a 
produce which, for curious variety and number, is believed to 
be wholly unmatched in archaeological records..

Roman Remains at Wilderspool. 

In reference to the operations at this station, Dr. Kendrick

J
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of Warrington reports, " My expectations of a richer harvest 
"of relics of the Roman period at Wilderspool (Caudate), 
" have been considerably disappointed, for the only variation 
" in the objects found by increased excavation, is that the 
" fragments of pottery are of much larger size and more 
" abundant than heretofore. Of other remains we find none; 
" but we are evidently approaching the immediate site of the 
" station, and may at any moment find our patient search 
" rewarded by very interesting discovery."

Roman Coin in Parliament Fields.

In the writer's last annual report, the occurrence here 
of an early stone " Celt" was recorded. Many imagined 
it to have been introduced in soil from a distance, but the 
finder is strongly of a contrary opinion. In the course 
of last summer a Roman coin was discovered under circum 
stances calculated to prove the existence of some early 
relics below the ordinary level of the old fields, and 
which may be connected with the settlement of what was 
subsequently designated Esmedtme, in fact the presumed 
Roman occupation of the locality and the road carried 
over the Mersey marshes no navigable channel being then 
existent into Wirral. About the month of August, Mr. 
Charles A. Walters, practising here with bow nnd nrrow, was 
extracting the latter from the ground which it had penetrated 
somewhat deeply, when a coin was brought up from below the 
turf. It is in a poor state of preservation, but bears an un 
common type, viz., the group of Romulus and Remus suckled 
by a wolf, which will be further alluded to. The only 
legible portion of the inscription is " ROMANi." The coin is 
a sestertius, or first brass of the Emperor Antoninus Pius, 
A.D. 138 101.
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Roman Coins at Formby.

Daring the Spring of 1866 a workman in the employ of 
Mr. Bocquet of Formby village, was engaged in the renova 
tion of a " cop " or hedge bank, a little in the rear of that 
gentleman's house, when a coin appeared in the sandy soil, 
which was subsequently presented to the writer by Master 
Harry Bocquet. This young gentleman, gratified upon 
finding the occurrence was of some importance, kindly made 
enquiry among his neighbours, when a second and more 
valuable piece was ascertained to have been found by the son 
of a fisherman named Mawdesley. The former is a third 
brass coin of the Emperor Constantine the Great, A.D. 317- 
840, or one of his sons. Obverse VRBS ROMA Galeated 
head of Rome. Reverse^-ThQ celebrated historic infants 
Eomulus and Remus suckled by a she-wolf, above two Stars ; 
the few letters in the exergue are illegible. This type of the 
Constantine family, the first recorded in our district, is by no 
means of so frequent occurrence in this country as many 
others, but it has occasionally been found upon the Continent 
in large quantities, as though in process of distribution over 
the more distant provinces of the empire, when deposited for 
security. The group occupying the field was notoriously a 
favourite subject with the Roman people, and the design 
might very naturally be supposed to have been of frequent 
recurrence in their works of art. Such, however, is not 
found to be the case, and the fact is indeed passing strange.

The ancient and fine bronze group in the Vatican, from 
which many copies have doubtlessly been taken, is almost 
the only known instance of its production in metal, save the 
thin copper plaque in the Roach Smith Collection of the 
British Museum, which was found in London. Whether we 
turn to sculpture or fresco, mosaics or coins, ivories or 
intaglios, the rarity of this popular group will not fail to 
strike the enquirer with amazement. In the case of coins if
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we except the small pieces of the City of Borne, of which 
this Formby piece is an example, and which have been con 
sidered by many more as medallets than coins a class of 
objects upon which the design would prima facie be produced 
interminably and in every possible variety of treatment, it 
really occurs unaccountably seldom, considering the hundreds 
of thousands of differing types of the Roman Emperors. 
The series of Roman Colonial coins contain a larger propor 
tion, the cities in which they were struck affecting the device 
to illustrate their proud connection with the capital, as 
Carthage, Damascus, Neapolis, Jerusalem and others.

The second Formby coin is a silver Denarius of the late 
Consular period, and probably struck but little anterior to 
the time of Csesar. (Fig. 1.) It is in excellent condition, 
the configuration being sharply defined, and representing the 
great military hero of the Sergia family, who from the time 
of the first Punic war retained his place upon the reverse of 
the only numismatic type issued by it. Mr. Akerman* thus 
describes the piece: 

" SERGIA, a patrician family. One type only. Obverse  
" Winged bead of Minerva, behind " ROMA," and " X"; before 
" EX " " S.C." Reverse " M. SERGI. SILVS "; " Q " in 
" the field. A horseman galloping to the left, holding in his 
" left hand a human head and a sword. The horseman on 
" this coin is a representation of that extraordinary man 
"mentioned by Pliny (lib. VII, cap. xxviii), who, after being 
" maimed in every limb and losing his right hand, fought in 
" many engagements with his left. Silus was twice captured 
" by Hannibal, and endured innumerable hardships in the 
" service of his country."

Thus we possess two coins of very varying Roman origin, 
one early the other late, found in a locality where, BO far as

* Descriptive Catalogue of New and Iiiedited Roman Coins, 1834, p. 83. 
(PI. Ill, No. 1.)



is known, none of any class had been previously discovered, 
but others may be found constituting intermediate links. 
Upon communicating these little " finds" to Mr. Charles 
Hardwick, the author of the History of Preston, and who 
has paid considerable attention to the roads and historic 
remains in that neighbourhood, this gentleman replies " The 
" find of Roman coins at Formby is very interesting. The 
" nearest Roman road is, as you suggest, the one which passes 
" by Warrington, Wigan, and Preston to Lancaster, and the 
" nearest point to Formby will be about Wigan." A con 
siderable number of Roman coins have been found along this 
route together with other remains, but, so far as is known, 
none have transpired at any distance to the westward. The 
centre of the straggling village of Formby will be about 
twenty miles from the nearest point of the military road 
mentioned, viz., the southern approach to Wigan. The 
further valuable observations of Mr. Hardwick will prove 
novel to many: they so remarkably coincide with some 
strong convictions of the writer, that he has unusual pleasure 
in being privileged to quote them. " A very large hoard 
" of coins was found some years ago near Rossall Point. 
" It has been suggested that probably a Pharos or other 
" landmark had been erected there to guide mariners to 
" the Portus Sctantiorutn, which I think was undoubtedly 
" situated on the Wyre. Some such landmark would be 
" necessary at Formby to point out the estuary of the 
" Ribble, and likewise that of the Dee on the south. 
" The Mersey mouth I contend is, as a navigable channel, 
" relatively modern. The Romans undoubtedly had a port 
" at or near Hoylake, to say nothing of Deva, which was, as 
" you know, one of the most important stations accessible by 
" water in Britain. A vicinal way might lead from the sta- 
" tion at Wigan to some such landmark at Formby; this 
" would not necessarily be a well-made, paved road, and
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" hence the absence of traces of it in modem times. It 
" would be desirable that the sites suggested by Dr. Johnson 
" should be carefully examined, and, if found necessary, exca- 
" vated. The country between the Roman road referred to 
" and the sea, the Mersey and the Ribble would undoubtedly 
" be, in Roman times, full of lakes, mosses and swamps, but 
" there would still remain many favourable spots for settle- 
" ment, either for the conquerors or the native inhabitants, 
" of which but very slight remains have yet beeu brought 
" to light."

The Dr Johnson above alluded to is the late Mr. Henry 
Johnson, M.D., of Walton, whose examination of the ground 
northward of this place convinced him that traces of Roman 
occupation existed here   not improbably of a vicinal way to 
Formby Point.* He had proposed to the writer and others 
an excavation at one or more spots, which, deferred from time 
to time through this gentleman's ill health, ultimately lapsed 
by his premature decease about three years ago. He had 
closely studied the derivation of our local nomenclature on 
both sides of the estuary, and the results proved eminently 
confirmatory of the above conclusion, as may be seen by 
reference to a rather discursive but valuable paper continued 
through many numbers of the Liverpool Compass, 2nd series,.
1881.t \ 

The Mersey, certainly not belonging to the category of 
estuaries in Roman times   being then, as its name implies, a 
mere marine marsh or delta of the small river and pool (or

* The occurrence of several places on this route terminating in gate of itself 
suggests on ancient road, which it only meant in former limes, not an obstacle 
to the road, as now.

+ Since these remarks were penned, the writer has visited one of the sites 
indicated, and can fully confirm Dr. Johnson's supposition. In a field on 
Stnwperley Farm in Fazakerley is a quadrangular platform nbont a hundred feet 
square, surrounded by a ditch, which cultivation has nearly levelled with the 
surrounding ground. The character of the position and building yet remains 
to be determined, and the place ought to be carefully examined ere all traces ire 
obliterated from the surface.

,
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rather, perhaps, chain of small pools) on the right bank  
could not require the provision of either lighthouse or land 
mark, but at Formby and Meols Points, landmarks would be 
as essential to the safe navigation of our dangerous shores, as 
lighthouses at the mouths of the Wyre, Ribble and Dee, to 
the approaches to the ports upon these estuaries.

The occurrence of Eoman coins now recorded may prove 
the first link in a valuable chain of evidence, and were our 
local antiquaries men having time as well as means, this 
western district, hitherto generally supposed to bo destitute of 
traces of the widely-spread civilization of the Eoman do 
minion, might be made to tell a very different story.

Mediaeval Signet Ring in Cheshire.

In the early part of the year, an interesting finger ring, with 
seal, belonging to one of the Cheshire squires of the latter 
part of the fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth century, 
was found in this county, and is now in the Mayer Collection, 
Free Public Museum. (See fig. 10.) The exact locality is 
unknown, but from coincidences about to be noted there 
seems ground for believing it the personal signet of Thomas 
Croxton of Ravenscroft, near Middlewich, the head of a 
family understood to be long extinct in the county. It is of 
large size and composed of latten, the ornamented portions 
being inlaid with gold. The seal-face bears a beaded oval, 
charged with a lion rampant having a small crescent on the 
shoulder, the whole being surmounted by the initials T. C. 
Upon either side is an elegant foliated ornament tapering off 
into the narrower portion of the ring. By the initials alone 
no hope could be entertained of elucidating its paternity, 
as the Cheshire families owning the second (C) are very 
numerous. Dr. Ormerod's history of the county is fortu 
nately replete with pedigrees of its chief houses and their
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escutcheons, and recourse to this valuable work disclosed the 
fact that of all the former, only one that of Croxton bore 
a lion rampant for its arms, which are thus described*  
" CROXTON. Arms, lion rampant, argent, debruised by a bend 
compone, or and yules."

The Cheshire portion of this once considerable family was 
composed of three branches, namely, Croxton of Croxton, 
Croxton of Ravenscroft, and Croxton of Norbury, but as the 
pedigrees of the first and third are devoid of any Christian 
name commencing with a T, the pursuit is concentered in the 
third division, located at Ravenscroft Hall, situate about a 
mile N.W. of Middlewich and belonging to its parish. This 
branch sprang from Richard, fourth son of Richard de 
Croxton, temp. Edward II. Later, a Thomas de Croxton, 
temp. Edward III and Henry*1 TV, married Margery, a 
co-heiress of Thomas Ravenscroft of Ravenscroft, and had a 
son of the same name to whom, as living about the time of 
Henry VII, the date of the execution of the signet ring, it is 
proposed to assign this object.

The Thomas Ravenscroft just mentioned, was a nephew of 
Hugh Ravenscroft of Bretton and Pickhill, Flints., who died 
without issue, leaving his house and lands at Ravensoroft to 
his sister Margery. He was High Sheriff of County Flint in 
1598, and again in 1607. The Flintshire branch of this old 
family has only three known living representatives, one of 
whom is now at the antipodes.

The house intermarried with the first families in the 
county, viz., the Mainwarings, Warburtons, Winningtons, and 
Egertons.

The derivation of the name Ravenscroft is evidently 
Scandinavian, it is indicative, in common with many others, 
of Danish occupation of the district; Raven* Meols occurs 
in our own neighbourhood, and Woden's Croft, where the

  Vol. iii, p. 3.
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remains of an altar to this northern deity is still shown, is 
situate in a retired angle of Teesdale, near Cotherstone. 
Lysons* states, "The township of Ravenscroft, which contains 
" only one house, lies a little more than a mile N. from 
" Middlewich ; the manor was given in exchange for Byley by 
" the Abbot of Dieulacres to Warren de Byley, who, removing 
" his residence to this township, assumed the name of Ravens- 
" croft, and was ancestor of the Ravenscrofts of Cheshire, 
" Flintshire, and Denbighshire. The elder branch which was 
" settled at Raveuscroft became extinct in the male line in 
" the fourteenth century, when the manor passed by a female 
" heir to the Croxtons who continued there for several descents. 
" In the year 1704, it was sold by the sisters and co-heirs of 
" Thomas Croxton, Esq., the last male heir, to Peter Yate." 
Ormerod says it was Cicely, the sole survivor of two brothers 
and two sisters, who thus disposed of the family mansion and 
estates. That the house was one of some repute is evidenced 
by the fact of the grandfather of this lady being a colonel 
under Parliament in the time of the Civil War, and also 
governor of Chester.

The current enquiry has elicited the fact of the discovery 
of another signet ring (of gold) of a later member of this 
family, thus described in the Manchester Guardian.

An old English Signet Ring. " Some labourers, whilst 
"removing a hedge at Ravenscroft, near Nantwich, in the 
"spring of 1842, found an antique signet ring of fine gold, 
" on the face of which was engraved an heraldic shield, 
" bearing arms which are or were borne by the two families 
" of Ravenscroft and Vaudray. The ring, which weighs 
"14 dwts. 10 grs., is now- in the possession of Mr. James 
" Bardoe, of Manchester, (it was sold at the sale of his 
" collection after his decease in 1807,) and an impression of 
" it having been forwarded to Dr. Ormerod, the able historian 

  Hiet. Cheshire, p. 693.
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" of Cheshire, he writes as follows respecting it. ' I thank 
" ' you for the impression of the ring. The arms argent a 
" ' chevron sable between three raven's heads, erased on the 
" ' second are indisputably those of Ravenscroft of Ravens- 
"' croft, whose heiress, Margery, brought that estate to 
" ' Roger de Croxton, in the time of Edward III. If the seal 
" ' had been of the period of a Ravenscroft of Ravenscroft, I 
"' conjecture that it would have been circumscribed S. 
" ' Warini de Ravencroft, or as the case might be. From its 
" ' aspect, I do not think it is earlier than the beginning of 
" ' Elizabeth's reign, or later than the Revolution. In this 
" ' opinion, I think it probable that it was the seal of some 
" ' Croxton of Ravenscroft who fancied using the arms of his 
" ' female ancestors ; or it might be the seal of some collateral 
"' descendant of the old line, Ravenscroft of Bretton for 
"'instance, who might lose it when visiting his kinsman. 
" ' The first idea seems to me the most probable. Within 
" ' the period that I have mentioned, Ravenscroft produced 
" ' one well-known proprietor, Thomas Croxton, colonel of 
" ' one of the Cheshire regiments raised to oppose Duke 
"'Hamilton in 1648, one of the members of the court- 
" ' martial which condemned the Earl of Derby in 1651, and 
" ' the officer who closed the gates of Chester Castle against 
" ' Sir George Booth in 1659. It may have been his ring.' "

As the writer of the above notice remarks in a late number 
of the Warrington Guardian, the occurrence of a second 
signet ring of this family after a lapse of just a quarter of a 
century is a singular coincidence. There is every probability 
of their having been found in the same neighbourhood.

Dr. Ormerod here quotes from the pedigree published in his 
History,* but unfortunately it proves to be incorrect on one 
point, inasmuch as \\wfamily pedigree clearly shews, not the 
Roger Croxton mentioned, but his eldest son Thomas, to have 
married the heiress Margery Ravenscroft. This " family tree"

  Vol. iii, p. 3. 
B
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must be held to be authentic, being intituled " The Genealogy 
" of the Ancient families of Ravenscroft of Ravenscroft, 
" Ravenscroft of Bretton, Ravenscroft of Pickhill, and other 
" branches thence proceeding, all faithfully collected out of 
" the books of Owen Salusbury of Rigo, Esquire, Robert 
" Davies of Gwassanney, Esquire, Edward Puleston of 
" Allington and Peter Ellis of Wrexham, Esquires, 1669; 
" by John Salusbury de Erbistock."

Medieval Tile at Bebington.

At one of our late meetings onr worthy President, Mr. 
Mayer, exhibited a curious relic from the neighbourhood of 
his own residence, an encaustic Wall-Tile of the 14th century, 
(see plate,) which is probably unique of its class, through 
bearing an inscription, covering its whole upper surface of 
five inches square. The religious motto, for such it must be 
deemed, is traced in white enamel upon a brown glazed 
ground, and reads quaintly thus : 

yi . lifie (rendered) Remember thy life
Mai . not . eur . endure . 
Yat. yow . dost . yi . self 
Of . yat. yow . art. sure . 
But. yat . yow . kepist. 
UP. . to . yi . sect . or . cure . 
And . eur . hit . availe . ye 
Hit. is . but. aveuture."

May not ever endure ; 
That thou doest thyself 
Of that thou art sure, 
But that thou keepest 
Unto thy sect or cure 
And ever it availe thee 
It is but adventure.*

This object, of which an engraving is supplied from a 
photograph, appears to have been found at the bottom of the 
garden of Mr. R. H. Foster of Mersey Terrace, Bebington, 
by his son Master Richard Radclyffe, among earth and rubble, 
probably debris from the old Church near by the original 
Chancel of which was replaced, in the reign of Henry VII, in

* Since tliis pnper has been in press, Mr. LI. Jewitt lias kindly shewn the 
Writer a treeing of another eianiple of Ibis interesting tile, found at Great Malvern. 
It complements our first liue thus " Thinlte man yi lifle."
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the best architecture of the period,  when a complete re-build 
ing of the whole fabric is supposed to have been designed, 
but never further effected.

Miscellaneous Importations, dec.

Among the rough material brought into the neighbourhood 
of Liverpool for the construction of railway and other em 
bankments, and the ballast discharged from vessels bringing 
produce from every habitable clime, objects of curiosity are 
probably not of unfrequent recurrence, but it is only very 
recently that attention has been called to any of an antiquarian 
character, as also to the desirability that gentlemen who, like 
Mr. Charles Potter of Her Majesty's service, have frequent 
opportunities of observing ballast during discharge, especially 
on the spacious quays of the new north docks, should be alive 
to the possibility of archaeological relics which may prove 
worthy of preservation. The following list, though comprising 
objects noticed accidentally, will yet prove this desirability.

Roman Coins in Shifts' Ballast have been occasionally 
reported and shewn, and such no doubt occur, though it is 
not improbable some of these may have been brought by 
sailors from the south of Europe, &c., and lost from their 
persons whilst at work. One found upon one of the central 
dock quays (October 20) ia a second brass of the Emperor 
Maximinius II, A.D. 306, and in good condition ; reverse, 
" GENIO AUGUSTI," the Emperor standing, holding a Victory 
in his right hand and a cornucopia in the left; exergue, 
"ALE" (Akxandria.)

Stone Axe. At a late meeting of our local Geological 
Society was exhibited the head of a stone axe, apparently of 
early North American Indian manufacture, obtained by 
Mr. Potter from the north docks. Formed of hard heavy 
granite, it yet has a very shallow groove for the attachment 

H2
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of the leather or other bandage to secure it to a shaft. In 
size it measures about six inches in length by four in breadth. 

Sculpture. Some two years ago, Mr. George Biddle, 
Steward (under the Dock Engineer) of the Birkenhead 
portion of the Dock Estate, presented to me a heavy block 
of limestone, bearing a well-executed stork perched upon a 
rock with cloud above, upon a frosted ground. This has 
probably formed part of the pedestal of nn altar or statue, 
a curious example of a mediaeval carving after the antique. 
An angular piece of marble was lately presented to the 
museum by Mr. John Chater. It had arrived at Carnarvon, 
no doubt in ballast through trans-shipment. It has been 
polished, and is inscribed in regular lines of beautifully-exe 
cuted Chinese characters, probably of old date.

PRODUCE OF THE CHESHIRE SHORE.

Owing to favourable conjunctions of north-easterly winds 
with moderate tides during the spring, the year has been 
rendered remarkable by an unusually numerous out-turn of 
historic relics, which are tabulated below, firstly, as to general 
date, and secondly, as to composition. Through the increasing 
publicity of his annual dissertations on the produce of this 
remarkable shore, combined with the greater facilities for 
visiting and lodging in this immediate neighbourhood, it 
would have been strange indeed had the writer continued to 
be almost the sole recipient of the various " finds," as latterly 
has been the case. Two chief rival collectors have been 
fortunate enough to secure between them nearly three-fourths 
of their number in the past year, including several unique and 
valuable articles, which are described as fully as if in the 
writer's own collection, and carefully engraved in illustration.

To these competitors, Messrs. C. Potter and J. R. Alien, 
be is indebted for the opportunity of examining their maiden
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hoards of these local relics, nnd of now exhibiting them in 
illustration of this paper.

In addition, some objects have been sold to parties at a 
distance at present unknown, a fact greatly to be regretted, 
but no hold can be sustained upon the cbief finder and 
vendor, who, through the increased interest and demand, 
imagines most to be worth their weight in gold, and who is 
solely anxious to pocket all the money he can intriguingly 
extract from the simplicity and ignorance of visitors. As 
yet the number lost to the district is probably very small, but 
should it greatly increase no professedly complete account of 
discoveries here can be satisfactorily effected.

In a previous section of this paper the great probability of 
landmarks, situate upon the Points of Ancient Meols and 
Formby, in early as in modern times, has been broached, as 
also the presence of lighthouses upon the banks of the 
estuaries of the Wyre, Eibble, and Dee. Mr. Hardwick, whose 
confirmative remarks have been quoted, instances numerous 
Eoman coins occurring upon Rossall Point, commanding the 
first of these, whilst the last, then a noble stream, forming 
one of the approaches to one of the chief cities of the land, 
would be admirably overlooked from the elevated rocky 
termination of the isthmus since known as Hilbre Island 
proper. No explanation of the origin of the modern name 
Hoylake, which has been published, is of a satisfactory 
character. A high lake and a lower lake are literally 
unknown. A simpler, and consequently more probable 
derivation, is from the eye or island. Thus the original 
" Lacus de Hildburgh-eye, qui vocatur Heye-pol," became 
Eye-lake   Heye-lake   Hayle-lake   High-lake (1689)   
Hoylake. If this natural hypothesis be correct, the Hoyle- 
bank must have received its name from the island as well 
as the lake, as Heye-lake-bank. Neither of the present names 
have probably been in use above a couple of centuries. The
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writer was the first to recognise the existence of Romano- 
British objects on this now isolated spot, and he has little 
doubt that, through the ravages of the tide, not only the 
foundations of early erections here, but numerous small 
objects, inclusive of coins, have fallen with the rock and been 
entombed in the sands below. The Roman objects here found 
have, with one exception, been picked up on the beach by Mr. 
Hughes, the telegraph-keeper, or some member of his family. 
The light known to have been sustained here in mediaeval 
times, would, according to our supposition, be simply a con 
tinuance of the Roman Pharos, or building to accommodate 
the lights. Through the extraordinary revolution effected in 
this estuary, landwards have been substituted for these, and 
a lighthouse erected upon the opposite corner of the main 
land, the Point of Ayr.

Returning to the elevated promontory to seaward of 
Ancient Meols, which for awhile it protected on the north 
west from wind and sea, its site, through the persistent and 
rapid growth of the Hoyle Bank eastwardly, would be that of 
the present mouth of the Hoyle-lake. The writer's former 
suggestion of a convergence here of Roman roads (i.e. 
secondary or vicinal ones), is perfectly in accordance with 
the existence of a mark or landmarks, as also of a seaport 
settlement. The absurdity of the President of a local 
Arch&oloyical Society, in assuming the non-acquaintanceship 
of the Romans with the sea-beach of Wirral, is evident to 
most who have given a moment's serious thought to the 
subject. The idea of Roman communication in this district, 
however, is not new. The late W. II. Massey, Esq., of Chester, 
an experienced antiquary, gave his opinion most decidedly in 
favour of the old wooden bridge spanning the Birket, near 
Woodside, as a Roman construction. This was probably a 
continuation or branch of the road, traces of which were 
discovered in Aigburth some years ago. Coins have occasion-
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ally been found upon elevated positions as at Little Brighton, 
where, in a bank, a second brass of Faustina Marci was 
found nearly forty years ago by Mr. Evans, one of the oldest 
residents here, and is now in the writer's possession.

The Roman articles found on the strand, lie immediately 
opposite the wasted promontory or point which undoubtedly 
existed here, to the exclusion of mediaeval ones, which are 
almost wholly contained in that remarkable, long-cultivated 
and thoroughly artificial stratum of soil frequently referred to 
in previous reports. The ail-but complete absence of Romano- 
British domestic pottery among the various ornaments of 
metal of this period has with abundant reason been accounted 
for, through the complete abrasion by the sea of the very site 
of the Roman as of the Saxon and Norman buildings, but 
remains of cinerary sepulchral urns might be looked for. 
One fragment only had been previously noticed, but two 
more have now to be recorded, bearing traces of the neat 
geometrical patterns characteristic of the black ware manu 
factured near the present town of Upchurch in Kent, the site 
of the ancient potteries being now a marsh, whence large 
quantities of refuse crockery have been procured. It is 
abundantly met with at every Roman town and all stations of 
importance, and was in constant use for domestic as well as 
sepulchral purposes.

CATALOGUE OF OBJECTS. 

Primeval.
Ho. of Object*.    "~   

1 BONE. Arrow-head, 2 inches long ; the manipulated 
bone has been carefully selected, being thicker in the 
uiiddle, where it is partially perforated, than at the 
sides, but Mr. T. J. Moore, after a careful examination, 
has been unable to identify it.
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1
9 STONE. Small instruments, rudely formed of flint, viz., 

a small "celt" or chisel, l£ in. wide ; simply-shaped 
arrow-heads and "scrapers" (gouges) and the ex 
tremity of a finely-pointed knife, quite white through 
the oxidation of excessive nge. Two of the arrow 
heads were found on Hilhre Island.

Romano-British,

1 SILVER. Denarius of the Emperor SEPTIMUS GETA, 
A.D. 211  212. (Fig. 4.) Ob. "ANTONINUS Pius 
"AUG.;" Laureated head of Geta. Rev. "ANT. MAX. 
" PONT. T. R. P. IIII." Two captives seated at the 
foot of a trophy of arms. The features of this younger 
son of Severus, who so early after their father's de 
cease fell a victim to his brother's malevolence nnd 
ambition, are unusually youthful, and the piece was 
probably struck by Severus when raising his young 
son to the rank of Cffisar, &c., during his fourth year's 
enjoyment of the Tribunitian power.

1 BRONZE. First Brass of the Emperor NERO, A.D. 
50 68. Rev. " ROMA. S.C." The Genius of Rome, 
seated, holding a spear in the left hand and a Victory 
in the right.

1 Third Brass of the Emperor VICTORIOUS, A.D. 265 207. 
Rev, illegible.

1 Fibula, bow-shaped, alternately enamelled with blue and 
red upon the breast and head. It has been gilt on 
other portions, and is remarkable as the first of its 
class occurring here upon which any trace of gilding 
has been discerned; 2f inches long.

J Ditto, of similar form, If inch long, with pin.
1 Ditto, l£ inch long. Like the modern "Gipsy-pin," this 

   most useful little brooch has been made (cast) all in 
1C
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one piece, the brooch proper flanged behind, and the 
pin with an elastic coil atop. (Fig. 19.)

8 Ping and other portions of Brooches.
8 Fragments of Dress and Hair Pins; one has a mul 

tangular head, the facets of which are covered with 
the ring and cup ornament.

1 Ear-ring, 2 inches long, with drum-shaped head.
2 Buckles, having a central bar for the pin.
2 Clappers of small hand bells, one in form of a hammer, 

1 £ inch long.
2 Keys, 1| inch long ; one with a circular hole in a lozenge- 

shaped handle ; in the other both are round.
5 LEAD.  Spindle-tc/torls, three being flat disks; one is 

globular and ornamented upon each side, much like 
that in the writer's collection and engraved in 
Ancient Meats, PL XV, figs, la c.

1 IRON. Key, If inch long.
3 Knives, from 4 to 5 inches in length.
2 TERRA-COTTA. Fragments of Urns, probably cinerary or 

funereal, of the black ware made in " smother kilns," 
where the smoke was retained in baking, during the 
Romano-British period, (if not later,) at Upchurch in 
Kent, near the junction of the rivers Medway and 
Thames. In constant use for domestic purposes as 
well as mortuary ones, this ware is of common occur 
rence upon Roman sites of occupation ; but upon the 
Cheshire shore, where every vestige of a tenement has 
long been washed away, Pottery of this period is so 
rare that only two pieces have hitherto been noticed 
by the writer, one of which, like each of the present 
examples, has probably formed part of a cinerary urn, 
considering the distance from the port or settlement

   on the vanished promontory ; they occurred in the 
50
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centre of the coast-range to which the Romano-British 
objects are all but wholly confined upon the mainland. 

1 GLASS. Bead of globular form and amethystine colour. 
The aperture is small for the size of the bead, which 
measures three-eighths of an inch in diameter. It was 
found upon Hilbre Island by Mr. Hughes, the keeper 
of the telegraph station there.

1 STONE. Chisel (?) of haematite, l£ inch wide at the 
edge, which has been beautifully manipulated. This 
fragment of a very interesting instrument, which may 
be of British fabrication, and possibly of earlier date 
than that here assigned, is unusually heavy even for 
this richly-ferruginous ore. After breakage of the 
shaft it has probably been worn upon the person as an 
amulet or touchstone.

2 Amulets (or touchstones) of the same natural substance, 
one of which presents the curious feature of a 
dint/anal or oblique perforation for suspension to the 
person, the excessive trouble of boring directly across 
the grain of the hard crystal being thus avoided. 
It is the first example here of one of these talis- 
manic or lucky stones (and they do not appear to 
be often met with or recognized elsewhere) being 
perforated ; they were usually retained in the purse 
or pouch, where through friction with coin, &c., a 
more or less polished surface is the result, which, 
independent of a partially artificial polish, is distin 
guishable from that produced by wear among pebbles 
of the beach. The writer was long puzzled to learn 
the source of supply of this ore, but lately dis 
covered it cropping out upon a certain limited portion

  of the clay bank of the Dee above Dawpool, about
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four miles distant, where it occurs abundantly, mostly 
in small angular fragmentary crystals. 

1 Spindle-whorl of fine freestone.

Sa.ron and Danish.

1 SILVER Sceatta (fig. 2), or small coin of this period, one 
twenty-fourth less in value than the later penny, and 
belonging to the class formerly ascribed by numis 
matists to Ethelbert I, King of Kent, or one of his 
immediate successors, through the assumption that 
one type bears letters intended for this monarch's 
name. This is, however, disputed by Mr. Lindsay,* 
and at least one other writer in the Numismatic 
Chronicle, who with every show of reason refer the 
piece to Ethelred, King of Mercia, A.D. 075. The 
bulk of the sceattas hitherto found have been 
generally accredited to the Heptarchal sovereigns of 
Kent, but many are now ascribed to East Anglia, 
to Northumbria and to Mercia, whilst a few are 
suspected to have been struck by the West Saxon 
kings. This is the second example of the class 
referred to found upon our shore, the first being 
engraved and described in the writer's report for 
1863-5 ;t which is, however, of inferior value to the 
last find, being more scanty in design, size and 
weight giving only seven grains as against seventeen. 
The value is considerably heightened from the locality 
of their out-turn, for they are believed to be the first 
recorded as found in Cheshire, or in fact in this quarter 
of the ancient kingdom of Mercia. Should these 
pieces prove correctly appropriated, Mr. Lindsay's

56
itic of the Coins of the fleplarehy, 1842, p. 20. 
t Transaction!, Vol. XVI11, pi. Ill, p. 215.
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reference of the name-inscribed piece to the Mercian 
Ethelred will receive confirmation. The devices of 
this class of coins bear a distinctive character, variously 
modified in details, one of which appearing identical 
with our last year's " find " was unpublished until 
18GO, when the type was engraved by Mr. Lindsay in 
his supplemental Notice of Remarkable Greek, Roman 
and Anglo-Saxon Coins, pi. II, fig. 2, from a coin 
added to the author's collection since 1849. The 
obverse bears no inconsiderable resemblance to the 
vertebra and ribs of a skeleton in an inverted position, 
but this anomalous figure has evidently been corrupted 
from some definite object, and numismatists long 
inclined to the opinion that the original was a bird. 
Mr. Hawkins,* commencing in 1841 his remarks upon 
sceatttB generally, proceeds to dilate on this class, 
viz. " If some were struck before the introduction 
" of Christianity, by far the greater number were struck 
" afterwards. No successful effort bus been made to 
" explain the types or the few letters they bear. 
" Though the exact period of the issue of the various 
" types of sceatte cannot be ascertained, it can scarcely 
" be doubted that they form the connecting link be- 
" tween the genuine Eoman and Saxon coins. The 
"heads upon such as No. 32 (PI. Ill), are clearly 
" Roman from the peculiar form of the diadem. The 
"wolf suckling the founders of Rome, No. 41, is 
" clearly copied from a common coin of Constantine. 
" The strange object upon No. 42 (much resembling 
" our Cheshire examples), which in No. 43 is improred 
" into a bird, is more probably a very rude imitation 
" of the wolf and twins, and being placed upon the

  Silver Coins of England.
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" coin of King Ethelbert, No. 50, shews a traceable 
" connection between the Roman and Saxon coinage." 
There seems good reason for this conclusion in the 
peculiar bending form of the head of the figure, 
whilst the gaunt ribs of the wolf upon some of the 
Vrbs Roma coins of the Constantiue family, find a 
counterpart in the feather-like lines filling up the top 
of the field.* Below this object upon many, but not 
all, of the coins of this family, a few letters occur, 
and in the present case we have ATT or AIIT, which 
Mr. Lindsay sugge'sts may represent Athelfrid King 
of Northumberland, A.D. 590-617, but confesses that 
the mystery of the odd and irregular letters must be 
solved by the discovery of other coins of clearer or 
more complete signification. The reverse bears a V, E, 
and I, with three odd pellets and a central annulet 
within a dotted square. The piece is in the best state 
of preservation, (five and a half lines in diameter,) 
undipped, and weighs, as already stated, seventeen 
grains, which proved to be the full average of about 
seventy examples noted by Mr. Hnwkins, twenty 
grains being the heaviest known. The extraordinary 
difference of weight occurring in Sceattas through 
variation of thickness rather than compass, has proved 
a grand hindrance in estimating the precise value 
of these earliest known Anglo-Saxon coins, which 
appear to have been issued during a course of years, 
commencing with the sixth and continuing throughout 
the seventh century.

  For a description of this historical design and its occurrence in Mosaic, 
Fresco, Coins anil Engravings, tide Description nf llie " Romulus *nd Keiims " 
Pavement found at Aldborougli, Yorkshire, being a euppleueiit to the writer's 

e Isurian»."
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1 Penny of CNUT (vulgo Canute) the Great, A.D. 1016- 
1035. This piece, unfortunately in a fragmentary 
condition, bears obv. " + CNUT REX ANGLO." Head 
of Cnut to the right in a quatrefoil, with Crown fleury ; 
Rev. "EoiLR ... N L ... (probably 
Egilric on Lond, for London). Voided cross in 
quatrefoil with pellet in centre, each arm opening out 
into a trefoil and terminating in the beaded border 
more elegantly than in Mr. Hawkins's representative 
type. (PI. XVI, fig. 212 of his Silver Coins of 
England.)

1 Halfpenny or Third of a Penny of Edward the 
Confessor, A.D. 1042-1066. (Fig. 3.) Obverse  
" + EDPAKDE + ; " filleted head of the Confessor 
to left. Reverse " + ELF PINE ON SU . . 
(Southwark or Sudbury); a voided cross with a pellet 
in centre. Weight seven grains, diameter six lines. 

Halfpence (round pieces) of the Anglo-Saxon and 
Danish monarchs of England are of very rare occur 
rence. Mr. Ruding in his dnnals of the Coinage, 
edition of 1840, only alludes to two as known to 
him, but in a note to this edition, a third is thus 
referred to " Mr. North (the Rev. George ?), Dec., 
" 1743, shewed the Society of Antiquaries a halfpenny 
" of Edward the Confessor, weight 9j grains, found 
" at Welwyn, Herts,, a manor given by Edward to the 
" Presbyter of that place. Profile to the right, helmeted, 
'"EDWARD REX.' Reverse  + 'VFINE ON 
" ' LUNDE.' Mr. North supposes it the only known 
" Saxon halfpenny. Soc. Antiq., Vol. IV, p. 184, and 
" Numismatic Journal, Vol. II, p. 253." In the last- 
named work Sir Henry Ellis informs us that it is not 

    known to what cabinet this piece was gone. Mr. 
58
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Ruding, apparently unaware of this, remarks upon 
the two halfpence of Edward the Elder, illustrated iu 
his plate. " It was not known that any Anglo-Saxon 
" halfpenny was in existence until 1 discovered this 
" coin (No. 30) in the Bodleian Collection. A few years 
" afterwards No. 31 came into Mr. Tyssen's hands."

Such were the only known Saxon halfpennies pre 
vious to the year 1840, and of the three one was 
impugned by Mr. Hawkins, who thus wrote,*  
" Edward the Confessor's coins are exceedingly various 
"in type, size and weight, some weigh as high as 
" 28 grains, others as low as 15, yet they must all be 
" considered as pennies, the very lightest weighing 
" more than half the heaviest; the two extremes are 
" rare, every intermediate weight is common. Half- 
" pence and farthings were formed by cutting the 
" pennies into two and four pieces. At Thwaite in 
" Suffolk, where a considerable number of coins of 
" this period were found, were several specimens of 
" half and quarter pennies thus formed, which had 
" never been in circulation, and some of both are 
"in the British Museum." Again.t in describing 
pennies, type 10  " These are all of the small size, 
" 9-lGths of an inch diameter ; weight 13 to 18 grains, 
" and sometimes not more than 9 or 10." If 
Mr. Hawkins includes the last-named pieces in his 
former category, as has generally been assumed, the 
writer cannot subscribe to the opinion ; but this was 
in all probability penned by Mr. H. previous to his 
examination of the important Cuerdale trouvaille of 
May, 1840, as only a few pages previously J he

* SUvtr Coini of England, p. 78. t Kid., p. 74. 
J Ibid., p. 19.
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acknowledges receipt of part of- this splendid hoard, 
inclusive of a halfpenny of Rt. Edmund. In his 
excellent papers in the Numismatic Chronicle descrip 
tive of this invaluable series, so far as available, for it 
was calculated some 300 coins were missing out of a 
total of 7000, Mr. H. recognizes no less than J27 
halfpennies, not halved pennies as he previously 
asserted such to be, but genuine round pieces ! Thus 
his quoted remarks could only apply to those anteriorly 
known, and the discrepancy apparent between his 
allusion to pieces of 15 grains as the lowest weight, 
and which he would consider as pennies, and the 
subsequent mention of others of 9 or 10 grains, 
corroborates the suspicion that the Cuerdale find had 
only mediately come before his view. But sceptics of 
halfpennies of the Confessor must now pause on 
learning that our interesting Cheshire example, a good 
round one, only weighs seven grains, and consequently 
if the 9 or 10-grain pieces are but pennies, which 
none would dare to say of our 7-grain one, this is 
proved to be a unique coin.

Nay, may we not go further, and, remembering that 
in the celebrated code of King Alfred, thirds of 
pennies are unmistakeably alluded to, claim for it this 
designation, even as Mr. H. himself suggests,* in 
reference to the two small coins, hitherto called half 
pence, of Edward the Elder, weighing as they do 7 to 
9 grains ? As will be seen by the table appended, 
the principle will apply equally, taking the average 
weights of pence and half-pence of the respective 
kings. So fur as the descriptions of Messrs. Ruding, 

   Hawkins and Lindsay go, the following synopsis will 
58

* Silver Coins of England, p. 79.
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illustrate the various Anglo-Saxon monarchs whose 
halfpence have yet been brought to light, the number 
of these pieces, and reference to their illuslration and 
present ownership where known: 

WEIGHTS.
Half. CuerJolo. Hal/- Ordinary Owners,

pennies. pennies. Pennies.
Gralni. Griini.

3 Ed. the Elder.... 1 7 1) 15 20 Bodleian. B.M.

14 Alfred.......... U 10 20 24 B.M.

11 St. Eadrouud.... 11 17 24

1 Eadgar ........   20 24 C. K. Smith. Unpub1"-
(broken up.)«

2 Ed. Confessor....   10 13ft 10 28 Lindsay.pl.T, No.136

3 Siefred ........ 3 7ft 8ft 20|   22 from Cuerdalc hoard.

23 " Ebraice Civitns" 23 8ft 9 21  2DJ  

62 " Cunetti"...... 62 0 21 22  

7 "Mirabilia Fecit" 7 84 21 23  

3 " Quentovici" .. 3 8,'0  9ft  

A careful comparison of the above table also clearly 
demonstrates the average weights of the recognized 
halfpence to be below not " above " the half of that of 
the respective issues of pennies so far as ascertained, 
though doubtlessly many under-sized and small- 
weighted pennies have erroneously been assumed to 
belong to the lesser denomination.

In the catalogue of coius found upon the sea-shore 
of Cheshire, compiled by the writer for Ancient Meols, 
two Saxon ones appear as halfpennies of Cnut. These, 
however, must really be regarded as pennies, the one 
weighing 18J grains, whilst in the other case the riin 
has been so carefully clipped away, it only seemed 
complete, remaining of the size and weight of a half-

   penny, as it was believed to be. 
68
  Upon enquiry of the weight of this unique piece, the fact transpired of its 

having been brol.en to piecet in tin pocket of one of our best Numismatists, who 
had borrowed it! Some description of it appeared in the Proceedings of the 
Numismatic Society, Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. v, p. 37.
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Returning to the halfpence of the Confessor, the apt 
remarks of Mr. Lindsay* prove important.

" Whether any of the Confessor's coins should be 
" considered as halfpence has been a question often 
" discussed, from the circumstance of there being coins 
" of this prince of almost every weight from 10 to 28 
" grains, and the lightest is more than half the weight of 
" the heaviest. I have, however, one in my own cabinet, 
" in the best preservation, which weighs only 1 0 grains, 
" and the type, although similar to that on larger 
" ones, is on a very minute scale ; it bears on the 
" obverse, EPARD. REX , and on the reverse, PVLFRICON 
"LvND. ; it is engraved in PI. V, No. 136 of this 
" work, and has more the appearance of being a half- 
" penny than any of the Confessor's coins I have yet 
" seen. There is no doubt indeed but large payments 
" were at that time made by weight, but it would be 
" difficult to suppose that in minor transactions a 
" minute coin of ten grains would pass for the same 
" value as one of twenty-eight."

The weight of our Cheshire example being as stated 
only 7 grains, or only one-fourth of this king's heavier 
pennies, its occurrence adds valuable confirmation to 
Mr. Lindsay's sensible opinion. It is indeed a piece 
of numismatic value.

From the already published fact of the coins of this 
period, found upon our beach, proving in a much 
better state than any other   and all classes have their 
representatives here,   the writer has long held that 
the series, small as it is as yet, deserves especial atten 
tion, and the recent finds deepening that conviction,

* " A View of the Coinage of the Heptarchy," 1842, p. 94.
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a complete list of all known as found up to the end of 
1867 is now appended : 

1 Styca of Eedulf, King of Northombria,.... A.D. 844
2   Ethelred, ditto ....   840-848 
9 Sceattas of uncertain appropriation.
1 Penny of Edgar, King of England........   958-975
2   Ethelred II, ditto ........   978-1016
0   Cmit, ditto ........   1016-1035
9   Ed. the Confessor, 
1 Halfpenny or Third ditto

., ditto........ \ lfU8. 1060
ditto ........ J

Total, sixteen coins of the Saxon and Danish periods, 
thirteen of which have been secured within the past 
ten years.

1 BRASS. Buckle, or Hasp, lj inch broad.
1 Penannular Brooch, a fragment.
1 PEWTER. Boss of circular form, plated with silver upon 

a reddish-coloured base resembling copper, but probably 
a mixed metal, no green oxidation being apparent. 
This object has evidently been a personal ornament, 
and may have been worn in place of a brooch.

1 Diamond-shaped object, possibly used as a counter.
1 IRON. Blade from a pair of scissors, 4£ inches long.
1 Arrow-head, 1J inch long, with unusually extended barbs.
2 GLASS. Beads of small size (fig. 11) semi-transparent, 

still retaining their polish, and of a greenish-blue 
color. Their shape is very rare, being that of a pipe 
of Oporto wine, and approximate forms are only to be 
found among Egyptian and Saxon ornaments of this 
class, of which a few examples are in the Mayer 
Museum, the nearest being in the splendid Faussett 
Collection of beads rifled from Saxon graves in Kent. 
These minute beads were found whilst gardening over 
a portion of the ancient Saxon cemetery on Hilbre 
Island by one of the daughters of Mr. Hughes.

C6
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8 Beads, globular or ring-shaped, measuring from J- to £ of 
an inch in diameter. Six are of straw colour, one 
green, and one is apparently of stone, and only coated 
over with a vitreous paste.

1 Ditto of a dark colour, strongly ribbed, a fragment of a 
class very scarce at this location.

1 Loop of light-coloured glass, probably the handle of a 
small vessel.

Medial) al.

1 SILVER Penny of Stephen or Henry II, probably the 
former, but the piece has lost most of the margin by 
clipping. The reverse bears a type published by 
Ruding as one of Stephen. It was minted at Bristol.

10 Pennies of Henry II. Four minted at London, one at 
Ipswich (Gipe), leaving three odd halves and two 
quarters, uncertain.

12 Pennies of Henry III (inclusive of several odd halves). 
Seven of London mint, one Durham, one Winchester, 
one Canterbury, one Irish, and one uncertain.

11 Pennies, Edward I or II. Four minted at London, one 
Durham, two Canterbury, two Dublin, and two un 
certain.

2 Half-pennies, Edward I or II. Both minted at London.
1 Penny, Edward III. Minted at York.
1 Farthing, Edward III. Minted at London.
1 Penny of Alexander I or II of Scotland.
1 Ring-brooch, f-inch diameter, with pin complete, but 

crushed out of form ; the ring has a little floral orna 
ment in three places, and the head of the pin is 
engraved.

1 Pin of a much larger and finer brooch, similarly orna-
"   merged. 
117
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1 LATTEN. Seal of fourteenth century (fig. 7), oviform, 
of St. Margaret. It is badly oxydised, hut has without 
doubt been inscribed, in the French style, "SAVNCTA 
MARGARETE." The name is alone legible now. 
The saint is accompanied by her usual symbols ; she 
stands upon the body of a dragon, holding in the left 
hand a staff surmounted by a cross, posed in the jaws 
of the monster. To the right is seen a tree, to 
complement the hit of sylvan scenery. This seal is 
in Mr. Potter's possession ; it was washed out of the 
medieval stratum by one of the spring tides of March. 
It has a raised handle, and the engraved face is one 
inch long by three-quarters of an inch broad. 

1 Seal, likewise of fourteenth century (fig. 0), of the 
sharply oval or vesica pi&cis form, found in April, and 
now in the writer's collection. The small remains of 
a handle being much corroded, broke upon examin 
ation, but the face, which measures lin. by fin., is 
in a well preserved condition. It bears the inscrip 
tion " TIMETE. DOMINV." (Fear the Lord), around 
a bird, which was supposed to be intended for a 
modification of the Eagle, with &fleur de lys in its 
beak, as appears on the Ancient Seal of the Burgesses 
of Liverpool, which has been missing since the capture 
of the town by Prince Rupert. Mr. Albert Way, than 
whom perhaps no living antiquary has had more 
experience in sigillary lore, only sees in the creature 
the typical bird of Hope, with a sprig of foliage in 
its bill. He likewise suggests this to have been the 
authentic of a lady. The legend " Timete Dominum," 
proves singularly to be a very scarce one of mediteval

   times.
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I Brooch, of a rare lozenge-shape (fig. 17), finely digitated 
throughout the face, but minus the pin ; 1 Jin. by fin. 
diameter.

1 Brooch (portion of), centrally fermail-shaped, but formed 
with a cusp on either side for the reception of colored 
pastes, one of which is wanting.

1 The missing fragment of a large ring-brooch found in 
1866,* closely set with small cusps, containing 
alternately green and yellow pastes. 

1 Brooch of oval form, with circular receptacle for coloured
pastes.

1 Brooch of horse-shoe form, the ends recurved. 
12 Fermails, or simple ring-brooches, mostly plain, but one

bears a convoluted pattern.
1 Hasp or Ring, possibly worn upon two fingers, with a 

peculiar ornament upon the face, which has been 
richly gilt. (Fig. 21.) 

8 Finger Rings, chiefly plain, but of diverse form ; one has
three rows of finely braided ornament in front. 

11 Ear Rings, differing in size and shape, but all plain ; in 
one instance the rim of a small buckle has thus been 
utilised by the attachment of fine wire. 

18 Rings, inclusive of a few circular links, from small
chains, all plain.

1 Figure of a Pigeon or other bird (fig. 15), with loop at 
back, apparently intended for a pendant ornament or 
amulet.

1 Object of uncertain use and peculiar form. (Fig. 20.) 
1 Portion of guard from a dagger.

12 Handles from small cofferets, or toilet boxes ; they are 
   all of tripartite form. 
189
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1 Handle from some larger article of furniture (fig. 16), 
representing two figures, possibly Adam and Eve, with 
intertwining serpents, and terminating in a serpent's 
head.

1 Handle of a Spoon, with ornamented head and ringle.
1 Fish Hook, 2f inches long.
1 Double Hook, two inches long.
2 Keys formed, as usual, of thin sheathing ; one is perfect,

 with double ward, and hole at the end of the handle 
for suspension.

1 Key Eylet from a cofieret.
1 Buckle of unusual shape, two inches long (fig. 22),

found perfect, but since fractured. 
108 Buckles (including fragments) of personal straps. 
225 Other attachments of straps, viz., fifty-one Hasps, 

thirty-one Tags, one hundred and thirty-seven Studs, 
&c. One of the tags has been richly ornamented 
and gilt: several studs bear floral designs.

1 Boss, or Button (a moiety), curiously chased and gilt.
1 Loop, probably from the head of a Gypciere or Purse. 

(Fig. 18.)
2 Pointed objects of uncertain use.
1 Fragment, bearing the figure of an elephant leaning 

against a tree. The other moiety of this ornament
 would probably represent some other animal vis-a-vis. 
(Fig. 12.)

11 Pins, of various sizes, mostly with globular heads. 
0 Needles, 2ins. to 3jins. long. 
1 Top of a small Bell, with handle. 
1 Clapper of Hand-bell, globular. 

40 Fragments of miscellaneous objects. 
1 PEWTER or LEAD. Bead of small size.

598
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7 Brooches of ornamental character, all more or less frag 
mentary. Three have floral facets at intervals, on a 
circular rim, like that engraved in Ancient Mcols, PI. 
V, figs. 5 or 6.

5 Ring Brooches. One has heen inscribed " Ihesus 
Nazarenus Bex;" another is complete with pin, 
which though much worn, still covers the diameter 
of the ring, which hears an indented pattern.

1 Ornament of semi-circular form, with a cusp at each end, 
originally set with .coloured pastes. (Fig. 14.)

7 Ornaments of curious open or pierced work, some of 
which may have formed parts of brooches. One of 
tripartite form is noticeable for very delicate tracery 
in this metal. Another example is engraved. (Fig. 
13.)

C Crucifixes, mostly of simplest form, and perforated for 
suspension. One more shapely bears a pellet termi 
nally on each limb.

1 Ear-ring, perfect, but quite plain.
1 Finger Ring, a fragment.
2 Rings, one plain and small, the other ornamental.
1 Token, apparently ecclesiastical, of tenth to twelfth 

century. It is of small size, and bears a " cross 
" batonee " and other symbols, which, having never 
been in high relief, are now quite unrecognisable.

1 Quarter of a circular piece, treated like the currency 
(all silver) of 13th, to 14th century which probably 
passed as such, having been quartered between the 
bars of a plain voided cross.

1 Merchant's Mark, with an urn-shaped ornament or sign.
1 Cup, of oval form, fin. to Jin. wide and -|in. high. At 

each side of the bottom a small loop has been attached
   for suspension, one of which remains. 
638
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1 Needle Case (lower portion of), with neat reticulated 
pattern upon each of the four sides. (Fig. 23.)

2 Thread Winders, four limbed.
1 Spiked Object, 2 inches long, with cruciform ornament. 

17 Buckles of personal straps, including fragments. 
47 Other attachments of straps, viz., nine hasps, eight tags 

and thirty studs, several of the last heing spade-shaped.
1 Tag of a Belt, Ijin. long, fin. wide; tripartite a-top, 

 with rounded extremity, including a heraldic Swan 
within a circle of the cahle pattern. (Fig. 9.) The 
local family using this device as a crest in medireval 
times has yet to be ascertained.

4 Spindle Whorls. One (fig. 8), found hy the writer upon 
Hilhre Island, and among debris of medieeval buildings, 
is the first recorded in this district as inscribed. It 
is imperfect, but the legend appears to have been 
" Ave Maria Gracia."

1 Part of a Mould, with circular hollows.
2 Bells, with clappers, possibly for attaching to hawks.
6 Miscellaneous fragments.
7 IRON. Buckles, several belonging to harness.
8 Hasps and Ring Links from harness chains.
8 Blades of Knives, 2 to 4 inches long. One retains its 

haft of wood secured by closely set rivets of latten.
3 Sfittr, and loose "prychs" from others, of the Norman

period. 
10 Nails, of various sizes, some flat-headed.

5 Fish Hooks ; several appear to have been coated with
pewter to avoid oxidation.

28 Clench Bolts of boats. Some of the smaller sized of 
these objects, in common with others found elsewhere, 
have been assumed to have secured the handles of 
shields of the Saxon period. The shape is certainly

789
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identical; but in the absence of known sepulture 
here, as on the coasts of Kent* and Normandy, they 
are more naturally considered the rivets of the plank 
ing of boats and other small craft. As they have 
undoubtedly been found in Saxon cemeteries, many 
 will belong to this era. Our Cheshire examples will 
no doubt include others of later date.

8 Portions of Horse Shoes.
2 Gouges, 4 inches long.
1 Rod, of slender form, covered with a finely braided 

pattern.
6 Objects of uncertain use.
1 LEATHER.   Strap, probably used upon the person 

during fifteenth or sixteenth century. It would 
appear to have been made of double pieces through 
out, rivetted together every three-quarters of an inch 
by studs of silver, which are lozenge-shaped above, 
and bear a little ornamentation around the edge, the 
centre being slightly raised in a cruciform manner; 
the lower heads are round and quite plain. It is now 
in three pieces, measuring altogether 31 inches, by 
f-inch wide, but may have been double the length. 
Objects of this class of personal dress fastenings are 
of great rarity; and Dr. Hume, when hunting for 
examples of leather straps or belts with the common 
metallic attachments of the mediaeval period so nu 
merously found upon our shore, was unable to get a 
sight of any, even in the British Museum, the nearest 
approach to them being coarsely studded straps from 

   harness.
802

* Aa at Sane, whence many have been procured and preserved at the Charles 
Museum, Miudstoue, Coll. Anttqua, Vol. VI, p. 262.
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1 Sheath of a Dagger, 7j inches long, apparently formed 
of thin kid, made double throughout, and slightly 
ornamented. Date fourteenth or fifteenth century.

4 Remains of Shoes, of similar date, consisting of three 
inner soles, one of which is very sharply pointed, and 
below the instep only f-inch wide ; and toe piece.

1 BONE. Portion of a Comb.
1 Scoop, 3 inches long.
] Skewer, a natural hone, pointed, 4 inches long.
1 Guard of a Dagger (fig. 24), 3 inches hroad, f-inch 

deep, carved with the dot and circle ornament, an 
enlarged one in the centre.

2 Hafts of Knives, one with iron rivets, the other capped 
with iron at each end.

2 STONE. Amulets of Haematite, one lozenge-shaped and 
corrugated, the other smooth.

t Portion of Spindle whorl.
2 Whetstones.

40 TERRA GOTTA. Fragments, mostly of large crocks of 
twelfth to sixteenth century. Many exhibit a partial 
glazing inside or outside, and some shew specimens 
of the curiously slashed handles of this period, also 
of a small indented pattern on the body. Several of 
the bottoms are splayed out through the application 
of the potter's thumb at regular intervals.

1 GLASS. Head of a Pin of latten, of pale yellow colour, 
well formed, and all but perforated by the metal.

Later English.

1 SILVER. Shilling of James I. The whole of the rim 
has been clipped off, rendering the year of mintage 
uncertain.

866
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1 Hasp of oval form, in two divisions, slightly ornamented. 
1 COPPER. Token of seventeenth century. (Fig. 5.) 

Obverse "RICHARD CROMPTON." In the field an 
anchor fouled. Reverse " OF LEVERPOOLE 1667 ; " 
in the field " His HALF PENY." This is one of the eight 
types of seventeenth century tokens known to have 
been issued by Liverpool tradesmen, and published in 
Mr. Boyne's* work descriptive of these pieces, which 
were only allowed for about ten years, chiefly of the 
reign of Charles II, or 1658-1669. The Derbyshire 
family of Crumpton, modified orthographically in 
Grampian and Grampian, to which it is believed the 
issuer of this token belonged, has produced several 
members of distinction. The following notices are 
extracted from " The Liver, a History of Liverpool," 
by J. G. Underbill, a work still only in MS., and 
lately presented by our respected President to the 
Free Library, Vol. Ill, p. 50., and Supplement. 
" CROMPTON, John, Bailiff of Liverpool, 1701; 

Churchwarden, 1722. 
John, Gentlemnn, High Street, 1766. 
Peter, M.D., of Eton House, near Wa- 

vertree ; was nominated as a 
Candidate in opposition to Mr. 
Canning at the Election in 1818. 
Died 23rd Jan., 1833, aged 68." 

A gentleman acquainted with the family has kindly 
supplied the following supplemental information : 

"Peter Crompton, M.D., had a numerous family,
" viz., Edward, Charles, Stamford, Albert, Henry,

  " Emma, Mary, and a third daughter. Charles, the

* London, 1858. Mr. Boyle describes Richard Crurapton's token as displaying 
on the obverse " Hope seated upon an anchor." Either this is a mistake, or 
B. C. has issued two varieties of his token in the same year.
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" second son, was a Barrister, Judge of the Court 
" of Passage in Liverpool and one of H. M. Petit 
" Judges. He married a daughter of Thos. Fletcher, 
" sometime a banker in Liverpool, of the firm of 
" Fletcher, Roscoe and Co., by whom ho had a 
" numerous family, amongst others a son Charles, a 
" barrister, and a daughter Mary, who married the 
" Rev. LI. Davies, of St. Mary-le-bone, London. 
" Judge Crompton was a candidate for Preston after 
" the Reform Bill passed, but was not elected. One, 
" at least of Dr. Crompton's daughters, survives; 
" she is married to Robert Button, Esq., of Putney 
" Park, near London, formerly in extensive business 
" as a coach manufacturer in Dublin, which city he 
" has represented in Parliament. The other children 
" never married. Dr. Crompton had a cousin and 
" brother-in-law, Abraham Crompton, who, I think, 
" purchased property in Walton and Fazakerlcy at the 
" sale of the estates of the Chorley family, which was 
"attainted in the rebellion of 1745. He married a 
" cousin (from Derby), and had also a large family, 
" none of whom attained any distinction. One daugh- 
" ter is married to Henry Booth, Esq., formerly 
" Secretary to the London and North Western Railway, 
" and previously to the Liverpool and Manchester 
" Railway, of which he was an active promoter. 
" Another Miss Crompton, of this family, is married to 
" Edmund Potter, Esq., an extensive calico printer 
" at Dinting, Derbyshire, and now M.P. for Carlisle. 
" A third married Townshend Wood, of the firm of 
" Biddulph, Wood and Co., Ironmasters, Neath. A 
" fourth married Mr. Armstrong, formerly Treasurer to

   " the county of Lancaster. A fifth married firstly a
668
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" Mr. Thornborrow, secondly a Mr. Gawthrop, and
" resided at Lune Villa, Lancaster. I do not think
" any of the sons, of whom there were two or three,
" ever married." 

3 Buckles, one 3 by 2J inches, of eighteenth century, with
double pin perfect.

2 BRASS. Pins of seventeenth century. 
1 PEWTER. Buckle, 2£ by 2 inches, with single pin and a

pivot of brass. 
1 Weight, a quarter ounce.
1 WOOD. Haft of a knife of seventeenth century. 
1 GLASS. Upper portion of a Bottle, temp. Queen

Elizabeth, 
7 TERRA COTTA. Pipe-heads of sixteenth century, one

bearing I.B. and another a radiated ornament on the
rest. 

6 Ditto, of seventeenth century. One has B.L. between
a star and crescent on rest; another T.B. with a floral
ornament above and below, within a corded circle. 

8 Ditto, of eighteenth century, without potters' marks. 
1 Portion of sixteenth or seventeenth century pipe-stem,

rubbed down to be worn as a lead. 
4 Moulds for casting rifle bullets of the last century ; they

are of two sizes, and found about the village of Great
Meols. 

3 Specimens of calcareous incrustation from brine-pans of
the Salt-works formerly existeut on Hilbre, impressed
with the heads of the rivets.

906 Total number of objects of archaeological interest, irre- 
^^ spective of animal remains, found on or near the 

sea-beach of Cheshire in 1867.
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Analyzing the above we find, 
Objects of Pre-historic date ......... 10

Romano-British ......... 45
Saxon and Danish ..... 21
Mediaeval .................. 789
Late English ............ 41

   906

or Pre-historic i, Romano-British a>, Saxon and Danish »,, 
leaving English about I of the whole ; whilst, classified as to 
material, 

Silver .............................. 47
Bronze and Latten ... ........... 516
Lead and Pewter .................. 126
Iron ................................. 93
Terra- cotta and Glass ............ 92
Leather.................... ......... 6
Bone................................. 8
Stone .............................. 18

   906

MAMMALIAN REMAINS.

During the past year, in addition to the usual more or less 
fragmentary antlers of deer, with other bones and teeth of 
horses, oxen, swine, sheep and goats, the undermentioned 
osseous remains have occurred, which invite more attention 
and may prove of some interest to readers.

RUMINANTIA. The relics of early oxen in Wirral are 
believed to have been confined to two species, viz., Bos Primi- 
genius, an animal of large proportions, and Bos Longifrons, a 
much smaller creature, remarkable for a long and narrow- 
fronted head and extremely short curved horns. The latter 
would appear to have been co-existent with several of the 
ancient British races, continuing through the Romano-British 
and Saxon periods, and finally merging into the mixed race
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of our domestic cattle, about the thirteenth century. Of the 
history of the former we know little beyond its prevalence 
throughout England in pre-historic times, but always associ 
ated with man. As regards the sea-shore of Wirral, where 
the relics of human occupation, constant and unbroken from 
primeval times downward, are so unusually numerous, one 
hundred osseous remains of Bos Loiigifrons are found to one 
of the larger and earlier species : in fact two or three only 
have been recorded. A fine and perfect last lumbar vertebra of 
this or other large ruminant, was found to the seaward of the 
Leasowe embankment, and had no doubt been washed out of 
the upper arboreal concrete or the underlying blue marl,below 
which no organic animal remains have been observed. It 
measures no less than 14 inches across and G|- inches in depth, 
the lateral processes being very large in comparison with the 
analogous bone in the skeletons of a Brahmin bull and a fine 
specimen of the great Irish deer. The spinal orifice also 
proves larger than in these animals, measuring 2^ inches in 
breadth by l£ inch in depth. In addition to the two species 
of Bos mentioned, a third ruminant, viz., a variety of Bison 
(B. Prisons} has been ascertained to have once inhabited 
this country, remains of which have been procured from the 
ancient lake-beds of Cropthorn in Worcestershire. It is thus 
not impossible that our vertebral relic may appertain to this 
species. Certainly it is not the first bone found here whose 
paternity proves very difficult of appropriation.

SOLIPEDIA. The left femur of a large horse, measuring 
seventeen inches in length, was lately brought to the writer, 
found by Joseph Williams, whilst engaged in deepening a pit 
upon Wallasey Marsh, a spot probably very rich in mammalian 
remains. He firmly believed it to have belonged to a speci 
men of the Great Irish " Elk," and reported the skull of the 
animal, found by his brother, to have beeii sent to Mr. Mayer, 
but this has yet to be traced out.
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CETACE.E. In the course of last summer, Mr. Samuel 
Strong of Wallasey, found occasion to renew the flooring of 
one of his cottages, probably one of the oldest in this village, 
judging from the timber at the gable ends  which, like those 
supporting the roofs of early Tudor Halls, are of the inverted 
boat-keel shape, and very substantial for so small a tenement. 
After removal of the worn-out pavement, four feet below it, a 
much older, and probably the seventeenth century, flooring 
was discovered, composed of clay, imbedded in which were 
pieces of sandstone and, singular to relate, large bones, all 
evidently used to promote the durability of the mass. The 
first osseous remains noticed' were broad and flat, and not 
unnaturally supposed by Mr. Strong's sons to be rotten 
boards; it was not until after unceremonious breakage that 
their real nature became apparent. These were probably 
scapula;; but farther on, another bone was met with a caudal 
vertebra of some species of whale of a depressed spherical 
form. It is injured on one side by the pick, but both have 
been covered by a hard enamel crust; the ceutre through age 
is extremely porous. It has no spinal orifice, thus indi 
cating a position near the extremity of the tail, and measures 
4 J inches in length by 6 inches in breadth.

At the end of December another vertebral bone of a whale 
was found upon the shore near Leasowe embankment, in close 
proximity to the spot where the skull, recorded in the writer's 
Notabilia of the Natural History of the Mersey District, 
1803 5, was secured just two years previously. It is by no 
means unlikely that both belonged to the same individual, 
possibly stranded some centuries ago upon one of our sand 
banks, the remains being washed thence into-gullies on the 
sea-board. Comparing the vertebral bone lately found with 
those of Johnsons Hump-backed Whale the only skeleton 
of the class available for comparison it proves to agree in 
size, as regards the cylindrical (central) portion, with the 

x.
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tenth from the caudal extremity, but in size of the spinal 
orifice with the fifteenth. The form also is different, and 
though less so than the Wallasey example, we have the 
remains of two species of whales, which may prove quite as 
distinct from one another as from the only examples known 
to have reached our shores in recent times.

It is to he hoped that Mr. T. J. Moore, to whom the writer 
is indebted for valuable aid in the endeavour to identify these 
remains, will shortly favour the Society with his long-promised 
critical dissertation upon the Cetacean ones, now unex 
pectedly added to by the examples above recorded.

Mr. Hardwick states that, during recent years, numerous 
skulls and other bones of the Bos Primigenius have been 
found in the bed of the Kibble near Preston a very fine skull 
being lately procured there. They have been brought to 
light through dredging operations, or excavations for railway 
bridges, occurring most frequently near the junction of the 
fresh water stream with the tidal flow. The mammalian 
deposits in the higher portion of the old Wallasey Pool have 
doubtlessly accummulated under similar conditions, for there 
can be little doubt that the present sluggish stream represents 
one of much larger volume debouching here in former times.




